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Preamble

This material was lifted out of a client’s appraisal plan and reflects the best use of data
organization for an appraisal. I prefer to make it available now, in its raw state, rather than wait
for its refinement.

Some organizational caveats are:
1) The projects at this org are highly homogeneous and utilize many of the org assets as is,
2) The org has taken advantage of this high homogeneity and carefully crafted its process
solutions accordingly, and
3) All project and org materials truly reside in their designated locations, no exceptions.

Some appraisal caveats are:
1) One C type event and four short B type events took place prior to the SCAMPI A,
2) The C and B type events included a consistent set of team members- three 2-person mini
teams (with specific/consistent PA assignments) and the lead,
3) The SCAMPI A reduced the team size to four plus the lead and could have easily gone down
to 3 plus the lead except the org wished to grow a “newbie”.

My plan is to formalize this material soon, my apologies for its current state.

Team data reviews and consolidation process for phases 1 and 2

There are 2 major phases of data review for this appraisal, and they coincide with the traditional
SCAMPI phase 1 and 2 phases:

1) Data preparation and review by the 6 person team, where mini teams are fully operational, and
the full team agrees that data covers each practice of the CMMI. Activities include HiMat
Training, C type event, and B1-B4 events.

2) SCAMPI A where mini teams are not used, this is a pure verification appraisal that leverages
all the work from the preparation activities into a finely tuned verification event, and so, requires
fewer team members. Further leveraging this preparation effort, interviewees will not only
discuss artifacts, but demonstrate their existence in the native space.

Phase 1
This phase is an effort to identify, organize, and maintain the total set of project and org specific
data for the SCAMPI A to which the full team agrees. These data are organized in such a way as
to facilitate a finely tuned verification appraisal.

Step 1- HiMat Training and PA Data Review
During this training, all subpractices of the HiMat PAs are discussed and subpractice data is
identified, reviewed, and entered into the PIIDs. The full team agreed the data was adequate and
sufficient for each subpractice. No characterizations were recorded, though the team was asked if
this were the SCAMPI A, could they vote for FI. Following the training, the data for each
practice of the remaining PAs were similarly identified, reviewed, and entered into PIIDs. And
similarly, the full team agreed the data was adequate and sufficient for each practice. No
characterizations were recorded, though the team was asked if this were the SCAMPI A, could
they vote for FI. The data set from the previous SCAMPI A was readily reused. Each mini team
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is responsible for their PA’s PIID maintenance during this step and up to the SCAMPI A. Each
PIID contains for each CMMI practice: artifact names, the story explaining how this or these
artifacts meet the practice, and each artifact’s data link.

Step 2- PIID Homogenization and Birth of the Rosetta
The entire PIID set was reviewed, and dissimilar names for the same artifact were reconciled by
the full team. Then the Rosetta file was produced by taking a super set of all the artifact names
for a given practice and entering them, one cell each, into the single row for a given practice. At
its conclusion, the Rosetta contains a single row for each practice of the CMMI with each artifact
name required (as designated by the full team) to meet the CMMI practice represented by the
cells within that row. The artifact cells for each row were prioritized with the “heaviest hitter”
artifact to the left.

Step 3- PIID Reverse Rosetta Formulation
The Rosetta, which at this point is a single tab in a single excel file, was then sorted by the first
(heavy hitter) artifact column. This transforms the entire focus from PA to artifact, and assists
the verification SCAMPI A profoundly. The transitive property is used where the team agrees to
an artifact set that meets a practice, the interviewees discuss the artifacts, and then the interviews
meet the practice. This sorting also yields a grouping of rows (practices) that transform nicely
into interview events. At this point the interviews projected for the SCAMPI A are identified
along with specific interviewees.

Step 4- Interview Aids Evolve
Interview aids are the responsibility of the mini teams and are created to assist interviewees with
their discussions. We no longer waste people’s time beating around the bush using special codes
to try and get interviewees to discuss data that both the team and interviewees already know
exist. These interview aids state the topics, have links to specific data, coincide with the Reverse
Rosetta, and assist in telling the story. It will be the job of the interviewees to bring these data to
life.

Step 5- B1 – B4 type Preparation Events
The 5 themes from the CMMI of organization, engineering, project, support, and HiMat were
assigned to one of the four B type events. These events achieve the following:
1) give interviewees practice time increasing their comfort level
2) tested out the interview aid ppt files (and artifact links therein)
3) give the appraisal team practice capturing the results of the interview/demos accurately and
completely onto the reverse Rosetta printout. In this step, the team refines its run rules for
documenting what is seen and heard during the interview/demos.

Run Rules
• All interview/demo results are recorded by each team member by their own hand
• One Rosetta entry can cover multiple projects
• Must hear affirmations from each discipline even if data is the same for a given interview
• Separate interviews mandate separate Rosetta cells
• Use the following order whenever possible- SE I&T SW
• At the end of each interview, close out computer files for the next interview
• Print out presentation for guests
• Whomever does the demo should be logged on
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• View the Reverse Rosetta as a working document, not to be used for the capture of
characterizations, this must be a separate file. Once the RR is printed for team use, it will
not be modified during the on-site.

• We will vote on the entirety of each interview prior to the next day
• We will verify RR coverage at the end of each interview

Phase 2
Phase 2 has only one step, that of the SCAMPI A.

Interview/Demos
It is important to note the SCAMPI A will not have a mini team data review session. Data review
and interviews will take place at the same time where interviewees show all the artifacts of the
reverse Rosetta as they exist in their native space. They will utilize the interview aids and are
required to “bring the data to life”. It is important that interviewees dutifully describe what they
are showing to the appraisal team since artifacts and affirmations are required. The entire team
observes each interview and no interviews are performed in parallel. It has been determined that
there will be 16 interview/demos for this appraisal. This sounds like a lot, but remember, there is
no separate data review session.

Appraisal Team
The full team of 6 client persons has been cut to 4 for the SCAPMPI A. Since no mini team
parallel data review is necessary, the team can be shrunk and the client saves money. The lion’s
share of work for the appraisal team is to hold the interviews, reconcile coverage based on hand-
written entries into each member’s reverse Rosetta, then enter characterizations into the team
files.

Data
The principle source of data for the appraisal team is the reverse Rosetta printout for each
interview, with interview/demo notes recorded by each team member’s own hand. All
conclusions about this appraisal can be traced back to this document. Each team member will
refer to this document when recommending instantiation characterizations. Instantiation
characterizations will be entered into the team data files as a full team, consensus based exercise.

Team OU practice implementation characterizations
Practice characterizations are judged and entered by the entire team. This is a full team
responsibility and a full team activity.

Draft Findings Review
The team will review the draft findings for accuracy and non-attribution. Note the draft findings
may contain basic unit or support group references to avoid confusion. Strengths are only
documented if the implementation of a practice is exceptional (above and beyond the capability
described in the model), and reflects a strong asset of the process in use. Only appraisal
participants may participate

Team goal judgment
Goal judgments are made and entered by the entire team. This again, is a full team responsibility
and a full team activity.

PA rating judgment
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PA ratings are made and entered by the entire team. This again, is a full team responsibility and a
full team activity.

Maturity Level determination
The maturity level is determined by the entire team. This again, is a full team responsibility and a
full team activity.

Thank you- John Ryskowski


